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THE GREAT AMERICAN ECLIPSE

 
2017 was the year of a total solar eclipse       
that was to be known as the Great American 
Eclipse. On August 21, the solar eclipse 
was going to travel from the west coast of 
the United States of America, exiting from 
South Carolina on the east coast. A few years 
ago, I had planned to view this from Salem, 
Oregon. The last time I saw a total eclipse was 
from Brandon, Manitoba in February 1979. 
August 21 was a Monday, and my wife and 
I flew from Toronto to Seattle, drove down 
the coast, stopping to have a look at Mt. St. 
Helens, a remarkable place to visit. Mt. St. 
Helens erupted in 1980. For the solar eclipse 
in 1979, I had a 500mm reflector lens, and 
knew very little about solar filters and other 
equipment you might need for a solar eclipse. 
I was quite happy getting a few out of  focus 
pics of The Diamond Ring, totality, and  
some prominences. Out 0f focus, I always 
figured this event was at the infinity setting 
of the lens, wrong!!  I shot a few rolls of 
35mm slide film, totality is shown here. 
So, August 21 2017, and what a 
magnificent start to the day. A good 
breakfast, a T-Shirt that I had designed with 
the word...SYZYGY...and this means three 
heavenly bodies in a row, as with Sun, Moon 
and Earth. In Salem, the T-Shirt was a big 
hit. The city was full of astronomers from all 
over the world, and one look at my T-shirt, 
brought smiles and thumbs up! Here we were, 
much excitement and all of us preparing for 
a once in a lifetime event! On a crowded park 
outside Salem’s State Capitol building, with 
the Golden Pioneer Man standing tall, we 
set ourselves up. It was a perfect late summer 
day, no wind, blue skies, maybe 23C. In 
May, I started rehearsing for this eclipse, 
just by taking pics of the sun through the  
solar filter, and then playing around with 
Photoshop. Some of these images are shown 
here. I decided to purchase a new camera body      
specifically for the eclipse. I bought a Canon 
80D and used my 75-300mm lens. I bought 
a new camera body to replace my Canon 
Rebel XTi body. The Rebel body seemed to 
be the easiest DSLR to use, easy settings, 
enough settings, not enough gigs maybe! 
My 80D was late in arriving, and I finally 
got it two weeks before the eclipse shoot, and 
by the time I was setting up in Salem, I 
wasn’t totally familiar with my new camera.

I HEARD A DISTINCT HEAVENLY THUD WHEN 
THE MOON GOT INTO POSITION OF TOTALITY

I had two cameras set up on tripods, the 80D with     
my 75-300mm lens, and my Rebel XTi with my 
18-55mm lens. During first contact we had a    
quiet reflective time, and very gradually the moon 
blocked out the sun. It was a very quiet time, the 
lull before the storm! I took 68 jpgs/RAW images 
of first contact. One of the images is shown here. 
The instant we had totality, I took off the solar 
eclipse filter, unwinding it from the 75-300mm 
lens. I changed my shutter speed and f-stop 
settings accordingly and bracketed like crazy,    
hoping to get something of the one minute and 
fifty four seconds of totality. It did go dark, we 
heard human howls of ‘oh my God!’ ‘oh my God!’ 
As I clicked my remote, I knew something was 
very wrong, I didn’t look through my viewfinder, 
I just clicked and clicked and bracketed at 
great speed. If you bracket, you are guaranteed 
something. I was led to believe I took 43 frames 
jpgs/RAW of totality. An uncropped image is 
shown here. Totality is the reason for being there. A 
few magical moments of  light  happen just  before   
totality, Bailey’s Beads and The Diamond Ring. 
Reviewing images later in the day, I did wonder 
why my totality images seemed to be a white blob 
with two other images in the same frame, and 
many images seemed to be the same exposure. I 
discovered a locking device on the back of my new 
camera. I seemed to be  in a bit of a haze for a long 
time after this shoot, but I did talk to people, but 
I couldn’t explain totality until I met up with a   
photographer/astronomer and he explained a few 
possibilities to me. It looked like, when I unwound 
the solar filter from my lens, I jogged the lens 
enough, I lost the sun in view, and any lens focus 
slipped, and obviously these out of focus objects of 
totality light were caught in my lens. I’ve decided 
to survive feeling totally wrecked, that I didn’t get 
exactly what I wanted, I’ve named this image...

TOTALITY/WHOOPS!

The next total solar eclipse to cross the continen-
tal United States of America is on April 8 2024. It 
will travel from Texas to Maine and will be visible 
in parts of Canada including Niagara Falls.
I’ll be 77 years old for this one!  And I’ll be there...
for sure! 

TOTALITY/WHOOPS!
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